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        Ear Reconstruction and Microtia Surgery Specialist

Welcome to the practice of Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones, your most qualified Ear Reconstruction and Microtia Specialist. Dr. Jones is double board certified in plastic surgery and otolaryngology (ENT). His unique training and experience has earned Dr. Jones distinguished authority when it comes to ear reconstruction, with specialized expertise in helping patients with Microtia. He is a talented and caring surgeon that is equipped to perform a full range of ear reconstruction procedures, including those for congenital ear deformities and ear trauma. When it comes to restoring you or your child’s ear to the most natural form and function, you can trust Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones of Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialists.

Know Your Microtia Surgery Options

Microtia can cause extensive emotional pain and even hearing loss in a child, making ear reconstruction an invaluable procedure that can significantly improve your child’s quality of life. It is important for parents to understand all of the options available to them when considering microtia repair or other types of otoplasty. While there are several different methods for microtia repair, we believe that the time tested and proven sculpted rib graft technique is superior. It utilizes a patient’s own natural tissue, making it less susceptible to infection or rejection than an artificial ear.

Trust an Experienced Surgeon

You can trust that when it comes to ear surgery at our practice, Dr. Jones uses innovative techniques that create a natural shape, while bringing balance and proportion to the ears and face. Correction of even minor deformities can bring significant improvements to appearance and self-esteem.

Unlike most plastic surgeons who perform ear reconstructions, Dr. Jones is experienced and trained in both the outer ear structure as well as the inner ear. He skillfully integrates the outer ear reconstruction without compromising the workings of the inside ear. Dr. Jones carries the distinguished talent, depth of training and specialized experience it takes to be your most trusted surgeon for ear reconstruction. To learn more about ear surgery procedures from an elite Microtia Specialist contact Mark Mitchell Jones, MD, FACS today.
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Associate of California Ear Institute specializing in ear reconstruction with Dr. Burt Brent. Other associates were Dr. Rodney Perkins and Dr. Alan Nissen.




	
Fulbright Fellowship in Plastic Surgery in Paris, France with Dr. Francoise Fermin’s  microtia and ear reconstruction on european ears




	
Stanford University; Plastic Surgery Residency and adjunct Clinical Faculty Plastic Surgery




	
The Johns Hopkins University; Residency in ENT and Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and Associate Clinical Staff




	
Oxford University, England; Bachelor’s and Master’s in Medical Physiology / Research




	
University of Canterbury, New Zealand; Medical Business Administration




	
Medical College of Georgia; Medical Doctor (MD)




	
Emory University; Bachelor’s in Chemistry and Pre-Med
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								Kizma Hampton
								
																

								Dr. Jones is the BEST!!! The staff is also great too. They are always friendly and welcoming. I am so happy that I chose him. I had liposuction and a tummy tuck done. I am amazed at my new body. I chose him because of his experience and he is the best plastic surgeon in Atlanta, Ga. My surgery experience was great I love the no drain technique that he does. I feel confident and beautiful. And my new look is wonderful and I couldn't be happier. And it feels great to get compliments from my family and friends because they love my new look as well!!!

							

										
								Anne Jones
								
																

								Why did I look sad when I was not? When I saw my “normal” facial expression in the mirror, it just looked worn out. I did not like it for I did not feel like that on the inside! Dr. Jones changed it! After Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones did my eye lid surgery, I feel great about seeing myself in the mirror again. None of that loopy, tired look anymore! My only regret: I should have done this earlier. Creams do nothing to remove the wrinkles and the sagging eyelids that accompany getting into my late 40s. I feel refreshed in the face, and it affects my inside every time I look in the mirror or see a photo of myself. Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones did a fabulous job. He did not go overboard, he did it just right. He had the expert touch from the beginning to the end. Trusting my doctor is most important to me, and if I do this surgery again in ten years, I will just let him decide what can be done to achieve a more refreshed, happier look. It pays to let experience bear. It is my face. No scars. No sagging eyelids. Even the wrinkles around my eyes went away. Thank you, Dr. Jones and your wonderful staff. 

							

										
								Deidre Bagley
								
																

								The BEST decision I have ever made! Dr. Jones' bedside manner is remarkable, his staff is caring and made me feel individualized. I didn't want a factory line breast augmentation, so I researched surgeons and Jones stood out above the rest due to his expertise, study, knowledge, and specialized techniques. And that is what I wanted when I came to my body. My desired results were achieved with my health being priority. Surgery and recovery went without a hitch. Friends and family, some who have had the same procedure themselves, call his work exceptional!!

							

										
								Bruce Moyer
								
																

								First I want to say what a great group of assistants Dr.Jones has working for him. They are professional, efficient and organized. All of them are nice and will work closely with your schedule. As for Dr. Mark Jones you can find a better doctor he is "Magical" when it comes to surgery. I'm in my third stage of microtia and every surgery he's calm and reassuring that everything will turn out. He does what he says he going to do, and accurate on what the turnout will be. If I had to go through this again I wouldn't go to anyone else. Thank you Dr. Mark Jones.

							

										
								Natalie Kramer
								
																

								Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones is an incredible doctor! Not only is he highly credible with extensive knowledge in the field, he has great bedside manner. He and his staff made me feel calm and prepared for my surgery and answered all questions I had. I am so happy I chose Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialist to fix my nose, they did an incredible job and I have never felt better or more confident.

							

										
								Celeste Temple
								
																

								As a patient it's a fantastic experience. I'm so thrilled with my results and recovery was a breeze. I feel that his technique and his kind nature sets him apart from other surgeons. The outcome exceeded my expectations. As an employee I'm beyond grateful to be able to work for such a considerate, experienced physician.

							

										
								Deigh Frost
								
																

								My experience with Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialists was really great. I liked Dr. Jones from the minute I met him. He answered all my questions and took any time necessary to explain everything to me about surgery options. He is friendly and professional and he and his staff made me feel at ease immediately. Surgery was a success and I am thrilled. I would recommend Dr. Mark Jones and his staff to anyone.

							

										
								Amanda Sweeney
								
																

								Working with Dr. Jones is truly a pleasure. It is a noticeable difference how much he cares for each individual patient, taking time to listen to their questions, concerns, and goals. His experience is unmatched and he helps each patient create a treatment plan that matches their desired outcomes.
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				Kizma Hampton
Dr. Jones is the BEST!!! The staff is also great too. They are always friendly and welcoming. I am so happy that I chose him. I had liposuction and a tummy tuck done. I am amazed at my new body. I chose him because of his experience and he is the best plastic surgeon in Atlanta, Ga. My surgery experience was great I love the no drain technique that he does. I feel confident and beautiful. And my new look is wonderful and I couldn't be happier. And it feels great to get compliments from my family and friends because they love my new look as well!!!

Anne Jones
Why did I look sad when I was not? When I saw my “normal” facial expression in the mirror, it just looked worn out. I did not like it for I did not feel like that on the inside! Dr. Jones changed it! After Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones did my eye lid surgery, I feel great about seeing myself in the mirror again. None of that loopy, tired look anymore! My only regret: I should have done this earlier. Creams do nothing to remove the wrinkles and the sagging eyelids that accompany getting into my late 40s. I feel refreshed in the face, and it affects my inside every time I look in the mirror or see a photo of myself. Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones did a fabulous job. He did not go overboard, he did it just right. He had the expert touch from the beginning to the end. Trusting my doctor is most important to me, and if I do this surgery again in ten years, I will just let him decide what can be done to achieve a more refreshed, happier look. It pays to let experience bear. It is my face. No scars. No sagging eyelids. Even the wrinkles around my eyes went away. Thank you, Dr. Jones and your wonderful staff. 

Deidre Bagley
The BEST decision I have ever made! Dr. Jones' bedside manner is remarkable, his staff is caring and made me feel individualized. I didn't want a factory line breast augmentation, so I researched surgeons and Jones stood out above the rest due to his expertise, study, knowledge, and specialized techniques. And that is what I wanted when I came to my body. My desired results were achieved with my health being priority. Surgery and recovery went without a hitch. Friends and family, some who have had the same procedure themselves, call his work exceptional!!

Bruce Moyer
First I want to say what a great group of assistants Dr.Jones has working for him. They are professional, efficient and organized. All of them are nice and will work closely with your schedule. As for Dr. Mark Jones you can find a better doctor he is "Magical" when it comes to surgery. I'm in my third stage of microtia and every surgery he's calm and reassuring that everything will turn out. He does what he says he going to do, and accurate on what the turnout will be. If I had to go through this again I wouldn't go to anyone else. Thank you Dr. Mark Jones.

Natalie Kramer
Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones is an incredible doctor! Not only is he highly credible with extensive knowledge in the field, he has great bedside manner. He and his staff made me feel calm and prepared for my surgery and answered all questions I had. I am so happy I chose Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialist to fix my nose, they did an incredible job and I have never felt better or more confident.

Celeste Temple
As a patient it's a fantastic experience. I'm so thrilled with my results and recovery was a breeze. I feel that his technique and his kind nature sets him apart from other surgeons. The outcome exceeded my expectations. As an employee I'm beyond grateful to be able to work for such a considerate, experienced physician.

Deigh Frost
My experience with Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialists was really great. I liked Dr. Jones from the minute I met him. He answered all my questions and took any time necessary to explain everything to me about surgery options. He is friendly and professional and he and his staff made me feel at ease immediately. Surgery was a success and I am thrilled. I would recommend Dr. Mark Jones and his staff to anyone.

Amanda Sweeney
Working with Dr. Jones is truly a pleasure. It is a noticeable difference how much he cares for each individual patient, taking time to listen to their questions, concerns, and goals. His experience is unmatched and he helps each patient create a treatment plan that matches their desired outcomes.

Elaine Anderson
My daughter had otoplasty surgery over the summer. Dr. Jones and his staff were fantastic. So caring and spending an incredible amount of time with us. Her surgery went off without a hitch. highly recommend.

Sarah Storm Rody
My son had his ear (microtia) repaired over the last few years by Dr. Jones. Holly, Bella and the staff are very friendly and helpful. Dr. Jones has AWESOME bedside manner. I wish all doctors could have that ability to talk with patients, listen, and project that calm, professional approach. My son did have some complications from the surgeries where the site became infected or the stitches did not dissolve properly. But Dr. Jones and his staff patiently worked with us and took care of all the issues. We are really pleased with the results. Unless someone looks very carefully at the ear, they can't tell a difference from the normal ear. Thank you, Dr. Jones and all of your staff. I know for sure that you have made a difference in this young man's life.

Joseph Wellinghoff
Dr. Mark Jones and his entire staff was wonderful to work with as a patient. They removed a cyst. The surgery went very well. I was fully briefed prior to surgery and had a follow-up visit too. I highly recommend anyone needing the services of a plastic surgeon to contact this office. I have zero complaints.

Lisa Thompson
Dr. Jones and his staff at Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialists are top notch! I would highly recommend these specialists. I did plenty of reserarch and selected this practice because from my initial phone call through my procedure I was treated with great respect and appreication. From day one, the staff knew my name and took great care in working around my busy schedule. They were more than accommodating! Dr. Jones took his time to explain my procedure and always gave me his full attention making certain I had all my quesitons answered.

A Berrong
Dr. Jones is an excellent doctor. He answered all of the questions prior my procedure. The staff is very friendly and welcoming. I enjoyed my entire experience and would recommend Dr. Jones to anyone!

Google user
Trying to find a decent doctor in the sea of options in Atlanta can be a challenge. I feel extremely fortunate to have found Dr. Jones and his staff. The very first time I called I felt comfortable, welcomed, and encouraged by the warmth they shared. Meeting Dr. Jones for the first time secured by expectations and exceeded them. He was friendly, caring, and took a genuine interest in my well-being. His demeanor and attitude let's you know that he has your best interest at heart. My procedure was minor, but the care he put in to making me feel at ease was above and beyond. He and his entire team are wonderful.

Google user
Dr. Jones Is Amazing! December 2011 I had a breast reduction and the whole process couldn't have been better. From the consultation to the scheduling of surgery and beyond...every step of the way was easy and enjoyable. Dr. Jones and his staff are kind, caring and make you feel like you're number one. I even had a day where I was worried about a new spot (it ended up just being a bruise) but Dr. Jones came in on his off day to meet me and put my mind at ease. I am so happy with the results...they have literally been life changing. Thanks to Dr. Jones and his staff. You are FABULOUS!

Google user
Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones is Fantastic! Sincere! He is the utmost professional. Most importantly, he is the best plastic surgeon. I consulted a friend that writes Med Mal insurance for hospitals and physicians. I asked him who he would recommend, if his wife was having surgery. Dr. Jones was the name I was given. Dr. Jones has done both the upper and lower eyelid lift and breast enlargement procedures on me. Both the experiences and the results are phenomenal. My eyes look so natural and my breast enlargement is perfect. Thank you Dr. Jones and thank you Bella and Holly for always making me feel so welcome and cared for.

Google user
I first heard about Doctor Jones through a friend and after my consultation with him I immediately knew why she had choosen him over other plastic surgeons! He took so much time answering my questions and explained all aspects of my procedure very thoroughly. He presented me with all my options and helped me make the decision that was best for me. His education and experience speak for themselves and after speaking with Doctor Jones I was confident I was made the right decision! His staff - Bella and Holly - were always very nice and were available to help in anyway needed!! I would not change anything about my incredible experience with Atlanta Plastic Surgery Specialists!!!!

Google user
Dr. Jones has treated our son for two years and we feel so comfortable with him and his staff. He is very personable and always takes more than enough time with us. Can't say enough good things about him and I would refer anyone to him!

Google user
I consulted Dr. Mark Mitchell Jones for a breast reduction. In which I had be considering for years. I had consulted other Atlanta Surgeon but they didn't give me that warm and fuzzy feeling. So I continued on with my search. That's when I found Mr Mark Jones. He is very a very knowledgable surgeon, and his creditials speak for themselves. Not only that he made me feel so very comfortable. He's very detailed he made sure that I understood everything about the procedure. He told me what to expect after the surgery as well whice made my recovery so much better. My experience with Dr Mark Jones was extraordinary! The outcome was amazing. Last but not least his Staff Holly and Bella are great! There both pleasant and has been such a delight knowing.
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                The Three Primary Types of Ear Reconstructive Surgery

              
              There are three types of ear reconstruction surgery that patients who wish to restore a normal look and function to their ears can choose from. Each has its own unique benefits. The following is a brief description of each that patients can use to help decide which would be the right option for them. Microtia/Anotia  … Read more 

            
	
              
                
                Finding Out If You’re A Good Candidate For Otoplasty

              
              For those who have oversized ears, there is a surgical option that can help you correct the appearance of prominent ears.  Otoplasty, also known as ear pinning, is a surgical procedure used to correct larger ears that many undergo each year. Candidates for this procedure can include healthy children, teenagers and adults who have no  … Read more 

            
	
              
                
                Diagnosing The Severity Of Microtia In Children

              
              Microtia is a congenital ear deformity that impacts the composition and appearance of the ear’s cartilage. It is most common in male children. Though it primarily appears in the right ear, about 10% of patients experience the deformity in both ears. There are four common types or “grades” of Microtia. Depending on the severity of  … Read more 
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